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A terminal departure scheduler designed to work with varying degree of precision across
many airports is required to operate with high levels of uncertainty, multiple disparate
departure constraints and substantial volatility. This paper describes fast time simulation
modeling of terminal departure traffic to assess performance of a terminal departure
scheduler. A prototype terminal departure scheduler is developed and exposed to a range of
air traffic constraints, departure time uncertainty and terminal transit time uncertainty.
Terminal transit error and surface error are varied to assess the robustness of scheduler
design to these variations. Current day manual terminal departure scheduling practices are
simulated and compared against performance of a prototype terminal departure scheduler.
Simulation is used to assess the tradeoffs of sequence and schedule freeze methodologies in
the terminal departure environment. Sequence freeze capability demonstrates lower average
delay than schedule freeze capability for expected levels of OFF time compliance in future
automation. Dallas/Fort Worth TRACON simulation results indicate the possibility of a
delay reduction of 35 percent and increased departure throughput of 17 percent for
commonly used terminal departures constraints. The results of this study are used to inform
the design of a terminal departure scheduler which will undergo evaluation at NASA’s
North Texas Research station.

R

I. Introduction

ecent NASA research1-3 has focused on improving tactical departure scheduling in scenarios where wellequipped airport Towers interact directly with Center Traffic Management Units (TMUs) to implement
departure management initiatives such as Call For Release (CFR). The research presented in this paper is part of an
effort to extend tactical departure scheduling improvements to lesser-equipped airports and to address constraints
that exist in the terminal environment. The FAA’s Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) plans,4,5
call for the ability to accurately schedule a flight from its departing gate to its arrival gate in advance of its actual
gate departure (i.e. gate-to-gate scheduling). Specifically, gate-to-gate scheduling presumes the planning and control
of a flight from its departure gate to the runway, to the terminal departure fix, Center departure metering fix, through
En Route airspace to the arrival metering fix, runway and finally to the arrival gate. For gate-to-gate scheduling to
be effective in the NextGen environment, surface, terminal, Center, and national constraints must all be
simultaneously satisfied by the departure scheduling tool. NextGen gate-to-gate scheduling also requires accurate
prediction and execution of, trajectory-based operations in the terminal area. Observations at the Dallas/Fort Worth
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Terminal Radar Approach Control facility (D10 TRACON) revealed substantial delay and inefficiency attributable
to the workload-intensive process of handling terminal departures during constrained operations.
Considerable research has been performed on arrival scheduling in the terminal area,6-8 however, terminal
departure scheduling research is substantially less mature in comparison. Prior NASA work utilized highly-precise
terminal departure trajectories to enable expedited departures,9-11 however, no departure decision support tool exists
within the National Airspace System (NAS) today to implement this capability. More recent investments in terminal
departure research have enabled advances in this area,12-14 but still lack a terminal departure scheduler capable of
providing guidance with direct integration of surface and En Route systems in a multi-airport scheduling
environment as well as supporting tactical decisions such as which flight should depart next from a group of
airports.
In recent years technological advances have enabled improvements to departure predictions which can serve to
reduce departure uncertainty. Examples of these advances are integration of surface decision support systems with
En Route decision support tools and airline data interfaces that provide more accurate gates and gate pushback
times.1-3 As observed in D10 departure scheduling and a nationwide analysis of TRACON departure operations,15 a
need exists for a terminal departure scheduler that can work effectively amidst substantial uncertainty while also
considering equity amongst the larger and smaller airports.
This paper uses fast-time simulation modeling of terminal departure traffic to analyze design characteristics of a
terminal departure scheduler for a multi-airport environment including real-time estimates of uncertainty. Simulation
is used to assess the sensitivity of a prototype terminal departure scheduler to varying uncertainty, traffic demand
and air traffic constraints.
This paper begins with a description of the terminal departure scheduler developed for this research, followed by
information on the simulation capability used in this research. The fast time simulation setup and results for each
scenario executed is discussed. The paper ends with a brief discussion and concluding remarks.

II. Terminal Departure Scheduler
A. Unique Considerations of a Terminal Departure Scheduler
A key challenge for the terminal departure scheduler is high departure demand uncertainty and controllability.
Departure time error is generally accepted as the largest source of error in the NAS.16,17 Unlike other NAS decision
support tools, all the terminal demand is comprised of flights that originate from within its airspace. This OFF time
uncertainty does not include weather related uncertainty and ascent modeling uncertainty that can also exist in
terminal airspace. The cumulative uncertainty from these events creates complications for a terminal scheduler that
can result in instability and render the schedule unusable in real-world operations. Thus, the terminal scheduling
algorithm must be especially robust to multiple forms of uncertainty.
Another challenge unique to the terminal departure scheduling environment is the opaqueness of the plan. That
is, the Towers that control the release of the flights and the pilots that are flying the departing aircraft often do not
know the departure time in advance of issuing the clearance. In today’s operations during terminal constraints a
departure clearance is not communicated until immediately prior to the departure’s release. Based upon observations
of D10 traffic, it is not uncommon for a departure at a nearby airport to have substantial delay due to a departure at a
separate airport given they are competing for resources at the same departure fix. Because of this, the departure
controller cannot reliably inform the dependent flight when it is likely to depart given the high uncertainty
associated with the departure prediction. Thus, the terminal departure scheduling algorithm should seek to support
transparency in the scheduling process.
Another complexity of scheduling flights in the terminal environment is the existence of multiple departure
constraints. Examples of this are controlled departure times from an Expect Departure Clearance Time (EDCT)
and/or CFR. Based upon field evaluations of tactical departure scheduling technology1 it is known that
approximately 8% of all CFR flights in the NAS are also subject to an EDCT constraint. In addition, observations of
terminal departure operations for this research have shown that departures may be subject to terminal and Center
constraints at the same time.
Volatility of the terminal restriction is a significant challenge for terminal departures. It is not uncommon for a
constraint to change several times within an hour as a weather constraint moves through the region. Thus, the
terminal scheduler must be capable of providing a stable and fair solution amidst changing constraints.
Lastly, the terminal departure scheduling solution should serve to reduce the controller workload. The
uncertainty associated with weather events, demand/capacity imbalances, required vectoring and increased
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communication requirements all add substantial workload to air traffic control. Thus, a terminal solution that
increases workload during these busy periods is unlikely to be accepted by operational personnel.
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B. Terminal Departure Scheduler
The prototype terminal departure scheduler seeks to resolve many of the unique challenges mentioned in the
previous section. The following sections discuss the process employed to sequence and schedule each flight.
1. Sequencing
The terminal departure scheduler gives greater priority to the flights that are ordered earlier. The process the
terminal departure scheduler uses to decide what order is used in scheduling is referred to as the sequencing logic.
This section briefly describes the sequencing logic which was derived, in large part, from two existing schedulers,
the Traffic Management Advisor (TMA) Dynamic Planner (DP) 18 and the Surface Decision Support System (SDSS)
19
surface scheduler. These two schedulers were chosen as a basis for terminal departure scheduling logic because of
their relevance to the problem at hand, demonstrated success in operational enviornments and their ability to handle
flights at various stages in the departure process.
The terminal departure scheduler runs on a user defined periodic rescheduling interval, hereafter referred to as
the scheduling cycle. Currently a five second scheduling cycle is used for processing given it matches the frequency
of position data updates. For each scheduling cycle, flights are re-sequenced and rescheduled. The sequencing order
ensures that flights which are higher priority (see Table 1) from an operational readiness standpoint are scheduled
first and that frozen flight times
do not change from one iteration
Table 1. Sequencing categories determine the order a flight is scheduled.
to the next.
Sequencing Category
Table 1 describes the
(in priority order from
Aircraft
categories that are used to
greatest to least)
Description
Location
Sorted By
The flight has crossed the departure
Center
Actual departure
sequence flights. This table is
Crossed Departure Fix
fix.
Airborne fix crossing time
listed in priority order from
Undelayed
highest to least. Thus all flights
Terminally Controlled
Flights that have a terminal constraint Terminal estimated
that are in the first category
Airborne
and are airborne.
Airborne departure fix time
(crossed departure fix) are
Undelayed
Flights that have no terminal constraint Terminal estimated
scheduled prior to the flights in
Uncontrolled Airborne
and are airborne.
Airborne departure fix time
the second category (terminally
Terminally controlled flights have a
Terminally
controlled airborne).
Terminally Controlled
frozen OFF time. This category is the
Surface controlled frozen
While some flights may fall
Frozen
focus of this research.
Active
OFF time
into
multiple
traffic
Flights that are surface active and have Surface Call For Release
management
initiative
(TMI)
Call For Release
a Call for release TMI.
Active
time
categories, a flight can only
Flights that are surface active and have Surface
belong to one sequencing
Strategic TMI
an EDCT.
Active
EDCT time
category. The highest priority
sequencing category a flight
Terminally Controlled
Terminally controlled flights that are
Surface Estimated
qualifies for is assigned to it.
Unfrozen Surface Active surface active but not yet frozen.
Active
undelayed OFF
Flights that are surface active with no Surface Estimated
Thus, a flight with both a
Surface Active
TMI constaint.
Active
undelayed OFF
terminally controlled frozen
Terminally Controlled
Terminally controlled flights that are
Surface Estimated
OFF time and a CFR will be
Surface Inactive
not yet surface active.
Inactive undelayed OFF
assigned the higher priority
Flights that have no terminal constraint Surface Estimated
sequencing category associated
Surface Inactive
and are not surface active.
Inactive undelayed OFF
with
terminally
controlled
frozen flights.
Each sequencing category has its own sorting rules. For flights that have already crossed the departure fix, they
are sorted by their crossing time. Airborne flights that have yet to cross the departure fix are sorted by their
undelayed estimated departure fix crossing time. Surface flights which have a TMI use the controlled OFF time
associated with that constraint, while all other surface flights use their undelayed estimated OFF time to determine
sequencing order.
2. Scheduling Processing Logic
Rather than accomplishing this with a single monolithic entity, a collection of smaller schedulers are
orchestrated by a master scheduler. This design approach was chosen to model industry best practices of loosely
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coupled, course grained services20 and to maximize reuse of existing components from prior research. The
individual schedulers can be seen at the top of Fig. 1 and are comprised of a pre-scheduler, departure fix scheduler,
airport scheduler and a post-scheduler. The terminal departure scheduling process begins by a call to the master
scheduler from the main processing logic of the terminal departure system. The frequency of the call to the master
scheduler is configured in system properties files. For this research a frequency of five seconds was utilized. Once
invoked, the first step the master scheduler performs is initializing a temporary copy of the flight object for the
scheduling process. The primary purpose of this activity is to know the starting time for each flight and allow it to be
bound by time ranges in later processing if necessary. Given the scheduler must resolve times at multiple locations
(airport and fix) a temporary copy of the flight is initialized at both locations. If the flight has a CFR or EDCT time,
this time is used to set the latest time the flight can depart. For CFR and EDCT flights, a single minute-level of
granularity is used for departure time as opposed to a departure time window.
After initializing the flights, the master scheduler calls the pre-scheduler component. The pre-scheduler’s
primary role is to address flights that have missed their terminally controlled OFF times and thus need to be
rescheduled. The pre-scheduler will evaluate all the flights being scheduled to determine if any have missed their
coordinated OFF time by the configured number of seconds. If so, the flight will lose its controlled time which will
result in the flight having lower sequencing priority as described in the previous section.
Once flights have
been initialized, they are
sorted according to the
sequencing
categories
listed in Table 1. Each
flight then undergoes
scheduling from earliest
to
latest
in
each
sequencing category.
For each flight, the
terminal departure transit
time is calculated. For
the
simulation,
this
transit time is supplied
by a flight time decision
tree
and
terminal
departure transit time
error described later in
this document. For realtime prototype system
processing, the terminal
departure transit time
prediction is provided by
Figure 1. Terminal Departure Scheduler Processing Flow.
the research Traffic
Management
Advisor
(rTMA) system. The rTMA terminal departure transit time prediction includes the effect of winds at crossing
altitude. Once the flight time is calculated, it remains constant for the remainder of the scheduling cycle assuming no
changes to departure fix have occurred. If the flight is airborne, the remaining terminal departure transit time will be
calculated by subtracting the amount of time already spent in transit.
Next, the scheduler resolves the departure fix and airport times for each flight. The following steps are taken
until both the departure fix time and runway departure time are fully resolved. Fully resolved means that both
locations have a time that has no scheduling conflict with other flights and meets all specified traffic management
constraints. To accomplish this objective the master scheduler calls the departure fix scheduler which schedules each
flight to the appropriate departure fix based upon the OFF time estimate and the terminal departure transit time.
Once a departure fix time is obtained, the scheduler then calls the airport scheduler. To resolve the flight’s scheduled
OFF time, the airport scheduler uses the later of the initial OFF time calculated in an earlier step or the adjusted OFF
time derived from the departure fix time. The reason for this is the derived OFF time can be no earlier than the flight
can achieve. The adjusted OFF time is calculated by subtracting the terminal departure transit time from the resolved
departure fix crossing time. If a CFR or EDCT time exists for this flight, this constraint is taken into account in the
4
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airport schedule time. In the current implementation, the SDSS scheduler is used for Dallas Fort Worth (DFW)
flights. A simplified model was used for less-equipped airports, which included all D10 airports except DFW. The
simplified model for less-equipped airports utilizes fewer site adaptation files than the SDSS scheduler. If the
resulting OFF time from the airport schedule time matches the required OFF time to meet the departure fix,
scheduling for this flight is complete. If the times do not match, the scheduling process continues again using the
updated OFF time as a starting point for scheduling to the departure fix.
Once all flights are scheduled in the manner described above, the master scheduler calls the post-scheduler
process. The primary purposes of the post scheduler are to determine if a flights should be frozen, store the data and
distribute the data to the appropriate processes. The purpose of freezing a flight is to ensure that the controlled
departure time that has been communicated to a surface local controller does not change. A flight is frozen if its time
to departure is less than the configured freeze horizon value. The results from the scheduling process for each flight
are stored in the terminal database. The purpose of the database is to assist in system processing and post operational
analysis. The results from the scheduling process are then distributed to the other system processes. In real-time
operations, this makes the scheduling results available to Tower personnel.
III. Terminal Departure Scheduling Simulation Capability
The objective of this work is to develop a departure scheduler that can be assessed by air traffic personnel in an
operational terminal departure environment. The term departure scheduler refers to a software program that is used
by terminal personnel to schedule flights from multiple departure airports within their control which possess varying
levels of OFF time precision. The departure scheduler receives real-time flight planning data, surface OFF time
estimates and terminal transit time estimates as input and produces a controlled wheels off (OFF) time for each
flight which meets all required air traffic constraints on the runway, departure fix, downstream Center metering
points and strategic traffic management initiatives. The OFF time provided by the scheduler ensures that minimal
separation is maintained at both the runway threshold and departure fix.
The OFF times provided to operational personnel are expected to be treated as a controlled OFF time. That is, air
traffic personnel will actively control the flight to meet the departure time similar to the process used for EDCT and
CFR controlled times.
Fast-time simulation was used to better understand terminal departure scheduler performance when subjected to
variances in OFF time error, flight time error and varying traffic constraints. The terminal departure scheduler used
in this simulation is also expected to execute as the prototype scheduling software that will be used in terminal
departure prototype system processing. The terminal departure prototype is a new decision support tool being
developed and evaluated in the D10 terminal environment. To achieve the objective of using the same scheduler for
both fast-time simulation and prototype processing, an evaluation harness was developed to allow the terminal
departure scheduler to be evaluated in multiple modes including; real-time data mode, playback mode and
simulation mode. This paper focuses only on the departure scheduling simulation mode.
The simulation analysis is executed by running the prototype terminal departure scheduler within the fast-time
simulation evaluation harness, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Key inputs such as surface taxi time and terminal transit time
undergo perturbation by applying stochastic uncertainty. Once the scheduled OFF time for an aircraft is calculated,
then the aircraft’s actual OFF time is adjusted by a random variable. The application of error to the terminal transit
time is called terminal transit error, whereas the application of this error to surface events is called surface error.
This research varies both terminal transit error and surface error to assess the robustness of scheduler design to these
variations.
The evaluation harness developed for this work provided required components enabling fast time simulation;
namely a component to provide input data to the scheduler, a feedback mechanism to model controller response to
scheduler output and an error generation component to inject realistic operational error into the simulation. Figure 2
illustrates the terminal departure scheduler evaluation harness, which is briefly described in the following
subsections.
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Figure 2. An evaluation harness was developed to assess a prototype terminal departure scheduler.
A. Inputs
The inputs to the terminal departure simulation consist of flight data, constraints and decision trees for multiple
airports in the simulation. The following subsections will briefly discuss the inputs required for this research.
1.

Flight Data Input Files
The terminal departure simulation capability includes the ability to generate input files that match the demand
and operational criteria specified. The result of this input generation process is an output file of flights that match the
given criteria. Some of the choices available when creating simulation input files are the amount of desired
departure fix demand per hour, the percentage of departure fix demand from each airport by departure runway, the
percentage of flights subject to other traffic constraints (e.g. EDCT or CFRs) and other variables.
This research modeled D10 airspace to evaluate terminal constraints, as depicted in Fig. 3. This diagram includes
airports contained within the boundaries and the
departure fixes located on the borders. The D10
TRACON is centered on DFW and extends outward
approximately forty miles in all directions. It contains
two major scheduled passenger service airports, DFW
and Dallas Love Field (DAL), which are separated by
approximately ten miles. Several busy general aviation
airports, a regional cargo hub, and a Naval Air Station
Joint Reserve Base contribute to the complexity of this
TRACON environment. The sixteen departure fixes
are arranged in groups of four called departure gates
(not to be confused with airport parking gates), which
depict their general location relative to the TRACON
boundaries. For example, the north gate includes
departure fixes LOWGN, BLECO, GRABE, and
AKUNA. It is common for restrictions to be imposed
on entire gates, without mention of the fixes, so it is
important to understand which fixes belong to which
gates. A year of operational data from 2013 was
analyzed to determine average flight times and
Figure 3. D10 departure airspace was modeled to
variation to each departure fix from each departure
evaluate terminal constraints.
airport.
6
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While simultaneous departure fix constraints are often applied in terminal departure operations, this research
found it useful to focus primarily on the effect to system performance with a single departure fix constraint. The
scenario used most frequently in this paper was a 10 miles in trail (MIT) constraint over departure fix SOLDO on
April 10, 2013. This day was selected primarily because of availability of firsthand observations of operations from
D10 TRACON and detailed output data to further analyze the traffic scenario.
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2.

Constraints
Terminal departure constraint inputs possess substantial flexibility. This flexibility is demonstrated in the use of
routing constraints, flow control constraint (e.g. MIT) and creative combinations of both. This section discusses
terminal departure constraints, as listed in Table 2, and their handling by the simulation framework.
The terminal departure constraint is distinct from Center tactical departure metering constraints (i.e. CFRs).
However, the terminal constraint and CFR share many properties. For example, they are both local tactical
constraints which require a precise departure time and approval prior to releasing the departure. A key distinction
between
terminal
Table 2. Common terminal departure constraints.
constraints and CFRs is
Constraint Name
Constraint
Description
the
domain
that
Type
implements
the
Complete Departure
Route
All traffic that was assigned to the original fix is
restriction. While an
Fix Combine
moved to one or more alternate departure fixes.
underlying reason for a
Limited Departure
Route
A select set of flights bound to a departure fix is
terminal constraint may
Fix Combine
moved to one or more alternate departure fixes.
originate from the Center
Stream based
Route
A departure fix becomes the only location terminal
environment, the entire
Departure fix
flights bound to the destination in question may
process is implemented
Combine
depart the terminal area.
in terminal airspace by
Gate Swap
Route
Changes the gate a departure fix traffic is bound to
one or more alternate gate(s). This adds the
terminal
personnel.
requirement for departing flights to file a new flight
Another
distinction
plan.
between
terminal
Miles in Trail
Flow
Requires MIT separation enforced at the departure
constraints and CFRs is
fix. This flow constraint is often enforced with a
the process used to
routing constraint.
regulate the departure.
Speed Constraint
Flow
Requires departures to meet a speed restriction,
Unlike CFRs, terminal
typically until reaching the departure fix.
constraints typically do
not come with a specific
departure time window but rather only the expected sequence of departing flights. For this reason, the process is
often called departure sequencing by terminal personnel. The departure sequencing process is used instead of
specific departure times due to extremely high levels of uncertainty that are present in the terminal departure
environment.
Table 2 lists commonly used terminal departure constraints. The restrictions modeled in this research are
complete departure fix combine, MIT and a speed constraint. The gates referred to in these restrictions are groups of
departure fixes. For example using the illustration in Fig. 3, departure fixes NOBLY, TRISS, SOLDO and CLARE
all belong to the East departure gate.
The terminal departure simulation input files control the type of constraint the simulation provides to the
scheduler, the time at which it is injected into the system and the duration of the constraint.
3. Decision Trees
Simulation input files are used to control the size and distribution of surface and terminal transit error. These
input files are called decision trees because they provide branch like options that allow methodical selection of a
property based upon one or more decision variables. Surface taxi times and terminal departure transit times are
supplied by decision trees. The primary purpose of surface taxi times in simulation is to allow analysis of delay
distribution on the airport surface. Terminal transit times are used to simulate realistic flight times from each
departure airport to each departure fix. These decision tree distributions are specified by a mean value, to which a
Gaussian error distribution is applied. The distributions used in simulation were determined by analysis of
operational data, information learned in first-hand observations of operational events and prior research.1
The OFF time and flight time error associated with the terminal departures in the simulation is also governed by
decision trees. Error is expressed as a stochastic value with the specific mean and standard deviation. Error values
used in this research were obtained through a combination of operational data analysis, direct operational
7
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observations and results from prior research.1 Using the decision trees, error can be applied to flights at several
locations in the departure process, including the pushback time, surface taxi, departure queue and terminal transit.
For this research error was applied to surface taxi, departure queue (as controlled OFF time error) and terminal
transit. The distribution of error is assumed to be Gaussian, which is consistent with prior research on tactical
departures.1
Simulation Variables
The terminal departure simulation framework uses an input file to control simulation variables. This section
discusses frequently modified parameters.
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4.

The simulation requires a scenario start and stop date and time. While the simulation will be the duration the user
specifies, it is typically best to ensure that all flights in the input file have sufficient time to cross the departure fix.
While it may be desirable to evaluate a fixed traffic demand period, terminal departure pushes tend to have the
highest error near the end. Thus, if comparing two scenarios to one another, the average departure delay values may
be misleading if the entire flight demand has not been resolved.
Error can be applied on the surface in several areas rather than all in the departure queue. The purpose of this
capability is to provide a more realistic model of where delay would occur on the airport surface when terminal
delays are encountered. Booleans exist in simulation input to allow error to be applied at pushback, taxi and to the
controlled OFF time. If these Boolean values are set to true, the decision tree associated with the surface event is
used for the distribution. Error can also be applied to the airborne flight time. If this Boolean is set to true then the
flight time error decision tree is used to apply the specified error distribution to departure transit time of flights.
A simulation input variable specifies the freeze type. The options are either sequence freeze or schedule freeze.
A variable exists to specify the freeze horizon, which is the number of seconds prior to OFF that a flight is frozen by
the scheduler. Sequence freeze ensures that this departure scheduler maintains the order of departing flights once the
flight reaches its freeze horizon. Schedule freeze requires a flight to meet its departure time within the specified
parameters in addition to sequence freeze requirements of maintaining departure order. For more information on
sequence and schedule freeze capability, see the freeze section of the results. For schedule freeze a variable must be
set that specifies the number of seconds past the controlled OFF time a flight is automatically rescheduled.
Lastly, an airport switch penalty variable is used to model the current day behavior when departure control
alternates from one airport to another (i.e. DFW, Love Field, Addison, etc.). The switch penalty is only used in
current day (baseline) modeling as this delay is believed to be eliminated with reduced coordination uncertainty
provided by automation and graphical displays in the Towers.
B. External Feedback Provided to the Scheduler by the Simulation Framework
The simulation framework provides feedback to the terminal departure scheduler in response to its guidance.
This response seeks to model the response expected in the operational environment.
1. Feedback mechanism
The terminal departure simulation capability ensures minimal separation is enabled at the departure runway and
departure fix. The purpose of this logic is to create a realistic environment in which to evaluate the terminal
departure scheduler.
Minimal departure runway separations for large, well-equipped airports rely upon the separation logic from the
SDSS. Each smaller airport surface scheduler has adapted separation that is used for minimal separation. For this
research the runway separations for all airports was the same as used by the SDSS system that runs at DFW airport.
For departure fix separation, the routing or miles in trail constraint is enforced at the departure fix. For flights
that would otherwise have insufficient separation at the departure fix boundary, the simulation places the flight in a
controller intervention status. When a flight is placed in controller intervention status it is allowed to achieve the
required amount of separation at the departure fix boundary. The amount of time that a flight is in controller
intervention status is recorded. The purpose of recording the amount of time a flight is in controller intervention
status in the simulation is to allow a method for evaluating controller workload associated with terminal departure
scheduling.
2. Error generation
The error generation component applies a stochastic error to the time component in question as specified in the
appropriate decision tree. Error can be applied to flight pushback time, taxi time, controlled OFF time assignment
and terminal transit time. The size and distribution of error is controlled by the decision tree files as previously
discussed.
8
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C. Outputs
The terminal departure simulation environment produces output to both a flat file and a database. Database
output is especially useful when executing a large number of Monte Carlo simulations like that performed in this
research. The simulation output include details on each flight, simulation run, the error exerted on the flight,
expected transit times, actual transit times, delay incurred on surface and airborne and the amount of controller
intervention.

IV. Results

A. Scheduler Performance under Varying Levels of OFF Time Compliance
Prior research on tactical departures1 indicates that substantial improvements to OFF time compliance can be
achieved with surface automation and reduced communication uncertainty. Improved OFF time compliance is
expected for terminal departures for the same reasons. In addition, OFF time improvement is expected in the
terminal environment due to greater situational awareness of upcoming flight departure times which is not possible
in operations today due to the opaqueness of the schedule. This section analyzes terminal departure scheduler
performance when exposed to a range of OFF time error.
1. Setup
To analyze the effect of OFF time compliance error on system performance, all experimental variables other than
the OFF time error were held constant. The constraint used in the system was a 10 MIT restriction over departure fix
SOLDO with an expected crossing speed of 350 knots. The demand was 30 flights per hour for a duration of 80
minutes. This created a total of 40 flights that were evaluated in 500 Monte Carlo runs. For each Monte Carlo run,
the OFF time error was varied according to the specified Gaussian distribution.
The OFF time error was varied from levels expected when terminal departure scheduling automation is
available, to estimated levels with no automation, to one standard deviation greater than no automation levels. The
OFF time compliance used for terminal automation simulation was a mean of -9 seconds and a standard deviation of
60 seconds for DFW flights. This compliance matches that seen in prior research for DFW when using surface
automation.1 The OFF time compliance used for all other D10 airports was slightly higher given the lack of surface
automation available at these airports. For these airports, a mean of 0 seconds and standard deviation of 90 seconds
was used. The highest OFF time compliance error was obtained by adjusting the standard deviation of the baseline
estimate by a factor of two.
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140-149
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120-129

110-119

100-109
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2. Results
As expected, the results indicate that better OFF time compliance leads to better terminal departure performance.
Average ground delay per flight was
70
11.6 minutes, 16.3 minutes and 22.3
60
minutes for the automation, no
automation and high error cases
50
respectively. The 4.7 minute change
40
No Auto high error
in average delay between the
30
No Auto
automation and no automation case
20
Auto
suggest that OFF time compliance is a
10
significant factor in achieving
reduced delay. The change in average
0
delay between the no automation and
high error case suggests that average
delay will continue to increase as
Minutes Into Departure Push
OFF time error increases.
Figure 4 plots the distribution of
Figure 4. Lower OFF time error leads to lower average delay.
ground delay associated with each
OFF time error level as a function of time. In this diagram the delay for each error scenario was grouped in 10minute increments and plotted as a function of minutes into the departure push. The distribution is plotted as a line
Average Ground Delay (minutes)
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The results outlined in this section give insights into the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithm when exposed
to a range of air traffic constraints, departure time uncertainty and flight time uncertainty. The primary metrics
evaluated are size of departure delay, throughput and controller intervention.

Departure Rate (flights/hour)
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instead of histogram to aid in comparing the distribution amongst the error cases. The distribution of delay over time
between the error cases is similar, however, there are two key differences. First, as the OFF time error increases the
average amount of delay assigned to flights increase. This is visible in the separation between the lines which builds
over time due to a slightly higher slope on higher error cases. Secondly, as the OFF time error increases the duration
of the departure push is extended. All plots end with zero delay when the complete demand of 40 flights has been
resolved by crossing the departure fix. In this case the duration of the departure push was 37 minutes longer in the
high error case than with the automation.
Differences in the duration of the departure push for each OFF time compliance error case indicate a difference
in departure throughput. To analyze the effect on throughput when varying OFF time error, the maximum departure
rate metric was used. The maximum departure rate measures the highest number of flights that crossed the departure
fix in a 10-minute window. This throughput measure is robust to changes in demand that can occur throughout the
push, as well as push startup and shutdown variations. Figure 5 illustrates the departure rate of each error scenario
over time. During the first 20 minutes all three scenarios show increasing departure rate as additional flights are
injected into the simulation over time. Once the available capacity is saturated, the throughput difference between
the automation levels of
OFF time error and other
30
cases
becomes
more
Auto
apparent.
The
highest
25
difference in throughout is
No Auto
5.4 flights per hour, which is
No Auto high error
20
seen in the 80-89 minute
window
between
the
automation
and
high
error
15
cases. The automation error
case ends first, followed by
10
the no automation error case
and last is the highest error
5
case. This suggests that OFF
time error has a direct effect
0
on departure throughput.
These
findings
underscore the benefits to
terminal departure delay
reduction and increased
Minutes Into Departure Rush
throughput that can be
provided by greater OFF
Figure 5. Departure throughput varied substantially between the lower and
time precision from surface
higher error scenarios.
automation.
B. Scheduler Performance under Varying Levels of Flight Time Error
Scheduling a departure in the terminal environment in the NAS today requires two mental calculations by
controllers, an OFF time estimate and a flight time estimate. In some cases the controller may not attempt to
estimate the flight time but rather wait for the flight to clear a pre-determined airborne location prior to departing a
trailing flight. Observation of the terminal scheduling process indicates that different methods may be employed by
different personnel.
Flight time estimates are important for future automation as well. The terminal scheduler de-conflicts a departure
with other flights on the runway and the departure fix. Thus, if the flight time is inaccurate the model upon which
flights are being assigned delay can be incorrect. This experiment analyzes the sensitivity of departure scheduler
performance to flight time error.
1. Setup
All experimental variables other than the flight time error were held constant. The April 10th, 2013 scenario
mentioned in the previous section was utilized, however, for all scenarios the OFF time error remained at expected
levels with future automation.
The flight time error was varied from a mean error of 0 seconds to a mean error of 25 seconds. The standard
deviation of flight time was varied from 15, 30, 60 and 240 seconds. The flight time error level used to estimate
10
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future automation was a mean of 25 seconds with a standard deviation of 30 seconds for DFW. This flight time error
was chosen because it matches that seen in prior research.1 In the automation scenario, flight time error from smaller
airports was slightly higher due to variance from less frequent demand from departure airports to departure fixes in
non-standard terminal constraint situations. Small airport flight time error for future automation is expected to be a
mean of 35 seconds and standard deviation of 40 seconds.
2. Results
Consistent with intuition, the simulation results indicate that lower flight time error leads to less controller
intervention. As indicated in Table 4, in the lowest flight time error case the percentage of flights that are estimated
to require controller intervention of one minute or greater are 22%. As previously discussed a flight is considered in
controller intervention status when the simulation evaluation harness determines that inadequate separation will
exists at the departure fix boundary. The flight remains in controller intervention status until enough simulation time
has transpired to achieve the required amount of separation. Controller intervention percentage grows a modest 1%
in the automation scenario but increases substantially to 37% of flights in the largest error scenario. In addition to
Table 4. Results of Flight Time Error Variation on Departure Scheduler Performance.
Standard % Required
Mean
Deviation Controller
Scenario Name
Error (s) Error (s)
Intervention
Low Flight Time Error
0
15
22
Automation (expected)
25
30
23
Automation w/2sigma
25
60
29
Automation w/4sigma
25
240
37

Controller
Average
Maximum Effective Duration
Intervention Ground
Throughput per hour Longest
Duration (s) Delay (m) (% total demand)
Push (m)
115
12.2
88
115
117
13.8
84
117
119
13.9
84
119
135
15.8
79
135

increased need for controller intervention, the duration of the intervention is also longer. In the low flight time error
case average controller intervention is 115 seconds, while in the largest flight time error scenario average controller
intervention is estimated to be 135 seconds.
Perhaps a less obvious effect of increased flight time error is the transitive effect which may lead to ground
delay. Given short flight times in the terminal area, unexpected airborne delay can ripple back to departing airports
that are scheduling into this environment. As indicated in Table 3, the average ground delay changes by 3.6 minutes
from the lowest flight time error scenario to the highest.
The maximum effective throughput listed in Table 3 is defined as the highest percentage of the hourly rate
achieved during a 10 minute window. This throughput metric is useful to analyze max throughput despite demand
variations that can occur due to clumping of demand at the beginning or end of the push. The highest throughput
was demonstrated by the low flight time error case in which 88% of its given demand was resolved. The lowest
throughput was demonstrated by the highest flight time error case, with a maximum effective throughput of 79%.
Given 500 Monte Carlo simulation runs were performed for each scenario, it was possible to compare the
shortest and longest length of a departure push. This metric can be used to estimate the best and worst case scenarios
from a system performance standpoint. The difference between the longest and shortest departure push was 135
minutes versus 115 minutes for the low and highest flight time error cases.
While the variations to departure performance are not as significant as those demonstrated by OFF time
compliance, they do suggest a strong correlation between improved flight time prediction and better system
performance. It is worth noting that the flight time results discuss in this section all use the east gate. Given D10’s
predominant use of south flow configuration, terminal transit times departing the north gate are generally longer.
Longer terminal transit times often increase flight time variance. Additional analysis would be required to determine
the effect airspace geometry has on the metrics measured in this section.
C. Analyzing the Switching Penalty in Baseline Operations
A less obvious benefit from terminal departure scheduling automation is that associated with loss of throughput
due to coordination timing between departing facilities. This time is referred to in this research as switching time,
which has an associated switching penalty. Based upon observations of current day terminal departure scheduling,
the primary reason that a switching penalty exists today is the inherent opaqueness in the schedule. During terminal
constraints, key personnel are often so busy with tasks that they are not able to coordinate with all the required
parties in a manner that allows adequate lead time to prepare the next flight in sequence for departure. Inadequate
lead time can result in unutilized departure demand. This phenomenon is known as a switching penalty. However,
with automation available to all required parties and an indication of the forthcoming flight’s departure time, the
11
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switching penalty is expected to be removed. This experiment assesses the impact of a switching penalty in baseline
operations. Later in this paper, the switching penalty is combined with expected improvements to OFF time and
flight time error to estimate benefit of automation over the current day baseline.
1. Setup
To analyze the effect of switching time penalty on system performance, all experimental variables other than the
switching time penalty variable were held constant. The switching time penalty variable is specified in the
simulation as the number of seconds of delay incurred when switching from one departure airport to another. In
terminal departure operations today this delay is generally experienced over time while waiting for the tower that
just received authorization to depart flights communicate with the pilots and prepares them for departure. While this
waiting is occurring, delay at other airports continues to build. The switching penalty is only imposed if the flight is
ready to depart. For instance, if a 30 second switching penalty is enforced but a flight is 60 seconds late due to OFF
time error compliance, then no penalty is enforced. However if the flight was ready to depart, a 30 second delay
would be added to that flight and any other flights that were immediately trailing the flight.
When switching from one departure airport to another, the departure controller must first recognize the readiness
for this activity by observing the departing flight from the preceding airport. Then the terminal departure controller
communicates with the airport departure controller to allow the flight to depart. Finally, the airport departure
controller then communicates with the pilot to clear the flight for departure. Based upon estimates from prior
research1 which analyzed response times to controller commands, the entire switching process is estimated to take at
a minimum 30 seconds. Thus, the switching penalty values analyzed were 0 seconds, 30 seconds, 60 seconds and
120 seconds. The OFF time error was held constant at future automation levels to minimize the effect of multiple
error sources on the switch penalty analysis.
2. Results
As expected, the results indicate that as the switch penalty increases, so does the average delay and push duration.
No switch penalty resulted in a 13 minute delay average, while a 120 second switch penalty resulted in a 15.9
minute delay average. Increased switch penalty also has an effect on throughput. The longest duration departure
push occurred in the highest switch penalty case, which was 14 minutes longer than no switch penalty scenario.
These results indicate the switching time period encountered in current day terminal operations has a substantial
impact on flight delay and throughput. Increased visibility into the departure schedule from automation is expected
to reduce or eliminate this shortfall.
D. Scheduler Performance with Varying Miles in Trail Constraints
Terminal departure simulation was used to investigate the effect of increasing MIT restrictions on terminal
departure performance. This section gives insight into how terminal departure delay grows as MIT increases and
what the expected benefit of terminal departure automation is as a function of MIT constraint.
1. Setup
A MIT constraint over a single departure fix was used for this experiment. The size of the MIT constraint was
varied from 10 to 30 miles in trail in 5 mile increments. The demand for all scenarios was 30 flights per hour for a
duration of 80 minutes. Two scenarios were analyzed at varying MIT, one representing a current day without
automation and the other terminal automation. The no automation scenario used 30 seconds switching penalty, a
mean OFF time error of 15 seconds and a standard deviation of 115 seconds. The automation scenario had no
switching penalty and used a mean OFF time error of -9 seconds with standard deviation of 60 seconds for DFW,
and a mean of 0 seconds with standard deviation of 90 seconds for other airports.
2. Results
Results indicate that MIT has a strong relationship to average ground delay and throughput. As illustrated in Fig.
6, as MIT increases, so does the average ground delay assigned. In all cases evaluated the automation scenario
outperformed the no automation case. In terms of percentage improvement over no automation, the greatest benefit
is seen at lower MIT values. Specifically, at 10 MIT the automation scenario demonstrates a 35.2% reduction in
average departure delay over the no automation case. There are believed to be two reasons for the decreased
percentage of delay as a function of increased MIT. First, the portion of delay that is saved due to removal of the
airport switching penalty stays the same across all MIT values. As a percentage of the total ground delay this portion
is higher in the 10 MIT case than in larger MIT cases. Secondly, as MIT values continue to grow, the demand
reaches a point of saturation such that flights with high OFF time compliance error that would not have made their
departure time now do. Thus, the benefit of improved OFF time compliance error is proportionally smaller as the
delays grow larger.
12
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To analyze the effect on throughput when varying MIT, the maximum departure rate metric was used. The
maximum departure rate measures the highest number of flights that crossed the departure fix in a 10 minute
window. This throughput measure is robust to changes in demand that can occur throughout the push, as well as
push startup and shutdown variations. Figure 7 illustrates the departure throughput by MIT. As expected, the
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Figure 6. Average Ground Delay Varies by MIT.

Figure 7. Departure rate as a function of MIT.

departure rate decreases as MIT increases. The largest gains in throughput between the no automation and
automation case are seen at the lowest MIT. At 10 MIT a 3.7 flights per hour departure rate improvement is
observed by the automation scenario over the no automation scenario. For the traffic levels analyzed in this
experiment, that is approximately 16.6% improvement in departure throughput.
E. Analysis of Schedule versus Sequence Freeze Performance
A shortfall of the current day manual terminal departure scheduling process is the lack of visibility into the
scheduled departure time. Given the short notice flights may receive prior to departure, efficiency is lost due to time
required for staging the departure for takeoff. Future terminal departure automation is expected to provide the
departure information with sufficient lead time for controllers to prepare the flight for departure. However, when
communicating this information it is important that as few changes to the communicated departure time occur as
possible. Changes to controlled departure time can increase controller workload and decrease efficiency. Given the
expectation that the time will remain unchanged, the process of communicating a controlled time to operational
personnel is often referred to as ‘freezing’ the flight.18 This section discusses the evaluation of two distinct terminal
departure freeze methodologies.
Observations of D10 terminal departure scheduling indicate that operational personnel adhere to a specified
departure sequence, however, they are not required to adhere to a specified departure time. The process of
specifying and communicating the order of departing flights that will not change barring a re-plan is called a
sequence freeze.18 The process of specifying both the order and departure time for departing flights is referred to as
a schedule freeze.
In this prototype terminal departure scheduler the user must specify either a sequence or schedule freeze
capability. If schedule freeze in enabled and a flight misses its assigned departure time by a specified number of
seconds, the terminal scheduler will reschedule the flight. When a flight is rescheduled it will be assigned the next
available time which does not impact other frozen flight times. If sequence freeze is enabled, the specified flight
order is maintained without regard to departure compliance. This prototype terminal departure scheduler requires the
user to specify a freeze horizon window for use in the scheduling process. The freeze horizon window is the time
prior to departing the airport that a flight becomes frozen. The freeze horizon must be large enough to allow
adequate time for controllers to prepare a flight for departure. However, the challenge with extending this time
period too far prior to departure is that uncertainty can be frozen into the schedule which might otherwise be
resolved more efficiently later using more accurate departure time information. For the analysis discussed in this
section, the freeze horizon value was held constant at 180 seconds.
A goal of this analysis is to analyze the tradeoffs of sequence freeze versus schedule freeze capability in terminal
departure scheduling. Given substantial uncertainty that exists in terminal departure operations, the overall stability
and efficiency of the departure schedule may be compromised if a large percentage of flights have to be re-planned
13
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due to missing their scheduled departure time. The balance between greater visibility into the schedule and departure
planning stability is analyzed with simulation using realistic assumptions for expected departure time compliance.
1. Setup
The variables modified in this experiment were OFF time error and rescheduling time window. OFF time error
was varied between the three levels described in earlier sections. The resecheduling time window specifies the
number of seconds past the expected OFF time that a flight must be rescheduled. The rescheduling time window
value was varied from 30 seconds through 360 seconds.
2. Results
Figure 8 illustrates the effect of OFF time error on the schedule freeze capability. These results were obtained by
using a 60 second reschedule time window for the schedule freeze capability. The OFF time error was varied from
levels expected with future terminal
60
departure automation, to estimated levels
in today’s operations without automation,
50
to twice the standard deviation of the no
40
automation estimate. As seen with
previous results, average delay incurred
30
by flights generally grows as the departure
Auto
20
push continues. Varying the OFF time
No Auto
error has a visible effect on the
10
No Auto high error
distribution of delay over time. Consistent
with previous results, lower OFF time
0
error yields lower delay. A difference
from prior results is that in this case a
number of flights were required to be
rescheduled due to missing their assigned
Minutes Into Departure Push
OFF time by greater than 60 seconds. Out
Figure 8. Delay distribution of 60 second reschedule time
of a 40 flight scenario, the number of
window at various OFF time error levels.
flights that required rescheduling were 5,
14 and 16 for the automation, no automation and high error cases respectively. Thus, as OFF time compliance error
grows, the number of flights that missed the required departure window also grew.
To compare the performance of the sequence freeze capability against the schedule freeze capability in a fair
manner, OFF time error was held constant. Since this capability is targeted at future automation, the expected OFF
time error associated with that environment were used. Figure 9 illustrates the delay distribution over time of
sequence freeze capability against schedule freeze capability at varying rescheduling time windows. The
performance of the schedule freeze capability improves as the rescheduling window is raised. The worst
performance of all freeze scenarios is the 30 second rescheduling time window. The reason for this is the number of
flights that require rescheduling are higher given the low threshold for OFF time compliance performance. The
process of rescheduling a flight creates more demand that must be resolved. This in turn takes more time which
leads to higher delay. As the rescheduling time window gets larger fewer flights are required to be rescheduled,
resulting in improved performance of the schedule freeze capability. As such, the best performance of the schedule
freeze capability is seen when the rescheduled window is at 360 seconds. Even at 360 seconds the schedule freeze
time window’s average delay is slightly larger than that of the sequence freeze average delay. Thus, at the error
levels expected in future terminal departure automation, the sequence freeze capability performs better than the
schedule freeze capability.

The results shown in Fig. 9 are based upon the expected levels of OFF time error with future automation. As Fig.
8 demonstrates, the size of the OFF time error has an effect on the delay distribution of scheduled freeze capability.
The assumption on OFF time error made in this research is lesser-equipped airports will have a 50% larger standard
deviation of OFF time error than well-equipped airports. If the OFF time error is more disproportionate than
assumed given higher OFF time error from lesser-equipped airports, then the schedule freeze may become a more
attractive option to ensure lesser-equipped airport delay is not propagated to well-equipped airports. Additional
research is needed to study the sensitivity of schedule freeze parameters to varying and disproportionate OFF time
error levels.
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Figure 9. Comparison of delay distribution of sequence freeze and scheduled freeze capability at varying
rescheduling time windows.

V. Discussion
The simulation results described in previous sections illustrate the cumulative nature of terminal departure delay.
Terminal departure delay builds upon itself until the demand is resolved or the constraint is removed. This finding
underscores the importance of reducing the duration of the terminal departure restriction to the greatest degree
possible. To support this objective the terminal departure solution should aim for simplicity to reduce the amount of
time required to set up the constraint and communicate it to all required parties. Equally, if not more important, is
the need to ensure that a terminal departure restriction does not remain in place unnecessarily. This suggests the
tactical departure scheduling capability would benefit from close integration with future automation geared toward
automatic detection of local flow imbalances like the Integrated Departure Route Planner (IDRP).11
Results indicate a direct relationship between OFF time compliance and departure scheduler performance.
Improved compliance demonstrates a notable improvement to delay and throughput. High OFF time compliance
error may also lead to increased controller workload and airborne fuel utilization. This underscores the importance
of leveraging newer technologies like that demonstrated in prior tactical departure scheduling research1 as well as
focused efforts to improve departure compliance at lesser equipped airports.
Results also indicate a direct relationship between terminal transit time prediction and departure scheduler
performance. In addition to creating higher controller workload and greater fuel utilization, flight time error can
result in delay being propagated back to the airport surface. The terminal departure scheduling solution should seek
to build upon improvements to predictive accuracy of terminal transit time made in prior work.1
The departure scheduler used in this evaluation demonstrated robustness to terminal transit prediction error up to
twice the levels expected in today’s operations. However, at prediction error levels 4 times the variation expected,
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substantial controller workload and additional ground delay is experienced. These error levels may occur during
inclement weather scenarios in which the nominal departure route is blocked. More research is needed to further
assess the sensitivity of performance to flight time error and identify approaches to resolve this challenge.
Schedule freeze capability allows greater transparency into flight’s departure plan than does sequence freeze
capability. Additionally, schedule freeze can help ensure that uncertainty at one airport does not impact departing
flights at a separate airport. However, implementing a schedule freeze requires a rescheduling methodology for
those flights which do not make their controlled departure time. The results of this analysis indicate that, at the OFF
time error levels expected with terminal departure automation, the additional demand caused by schedule freeze
rescheduling creates higher average delays and longer pushes than sequence freeze. Additional research may be
warranted to more fully evaluate freeze options in the terminal departure environment.
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VI. Conclusions
Fast time simulation modeling of terminal departure traffic was used to assess performance of a new terminal
departure scheduler. The prototype terminal departure scheduler was exposed to a range of air traffic constraints,
departure time uncertainty and flight time uncertainty to better understand its sensitivity to these variables.
Simulation was used to assess the tradeoffs of sequence and schedule freeze methodologies in the terminal departure
environment. Both freeze capabilities were evaluated under a range of possible OFF time errors. Sequence freeze
capability demonstrated lower average delay than schedule freeze capability for expected levels of OFF time
compliance in future automation.
Simulation results of D10 airspace indicate delay reductions of 35 percent over current-day scheduling practices
are possible for commonly used terminal departures constraints, as well as an increased departure throughput of 17
percent. This benefit is derived via a combination of improved OFF time compliance, reduced flight time error and
removal of the airport switching penalty associated with lack of automation in terminal departure operations today.
Results indicate modest decreases to controller workload and airborne fuel utilization are possible.
The results of this study were used to establish design considerations for a terminal departure scheduler which
will undergo evaluation at NASA’s North Texas Research station. The results are also used to inform the concept of
operations (ConOps) document being developed on the future terminal departure scheduling process.
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